A study on the Source of Competitive Advantage in Uncertainty Environment: From the View of Dynamic Capability and Path Dependent
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Abstract—This study is going to reveal the real source of enterprise competitive advantage under moderate changed environments and high-velocity environments. Based on the literature review, the factor of environmental dynamism is drawn into the study structure, and a system dynamics analysis was made on the source of competitive advantage in an uncertain environment. The system dynamics loop structure of competitive advantages under moderate changed and high-velocity environments are founded. To reveal the real source of competitive advantage under environments of those two mentioned above, which contributes to the improvement of strategy management research in some sense.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the uncertainty of the enterprise development environment is increasing. The limitations of the theories that focus on the resources and hold that the competitive advantage comes from the endogenous of the enterprises are increasingly apparent, like Resources Basic View and Core Competence theory. Barton(1992) put forward the concept “core rigidities” and it directly reveals the short board of the path dependence and core competence in the changing environment [1]. Teece (1994) proposed the dynamic capabilities theory, which maintains the enterprise competitive advantage and used to break existing routines and establish new routines [2]. This theory places the enterprise into the dynamic developing competitive environment and emphasizes the mechanism that the company regulates the resource allocation according to changes in the external environment, in order to break the core rigidity and maintain the core competitive advantages. While, current research on the process of how does dynamic capabilities influence the enterprises to break existing routines and establish new routines, and to maintain the competitive advantage is not very in-depth study. In this study, two factors were introduced to observe and open the black box of the source of competitive advantage. The method of system dynamics is used in this research.

II. CURRENT RESEARCH

A. Path Dependence and Competitive Advantage

Path dependence is widely used in the research of technological change and institutional change in the economics. But in the organization research, the path dependence was used to describe the historical matters of an enterprise and it was a development path that cannot avoid. The development of enterprise is not only depends on the real benefits, but also affected by the initial conditions of the development path. Arthur(1989) point out that path dependence always started in the occasional historical small probability event [3]. Corresponding to the research in organization, this kind of historical small probability event represent a kind of revelation case that good to the enterprise development and be used by the enterprise in the changing environment. After be selected, it will be quickly routinized by the enterprise.

Once an organization enters a path, the process will be enhanced since the system externality, organizational learning effects, and historical subjectivism (enterprise routines) derived from these questions in history (North, 1997) [4], and it means that the path will enter the self-strengthening mechanism after be selected. Qiu (2008) proposed that the self-strengthening mechanism is the stage of forming dominant logic through the routine, and the stage of learning through imitation and copy [5]. This mechanism is started from the historic small
probability events and following the path of organizational routines. And it also explains why enterprise routines have the path-dependent characteristics.

On this basis, self-strengthening mechanism will promote the path dependence into the “locking” state, making the path dependence becomes “invalid innovation” and has a “track tenacious” (Huang and Wang, 2006) [6]. At this moment, organizational behavior is in accordance with the “locking” routine automatically. It is going to break the “locking” initiative, only when the organization feel the pressure from the changes in the external environment. At the beginning, path dependence has an increasing return effect, and it will promote the enterprise input-output into a lock that in line with “Pareto Optimality”. In the research of organization, the efficient of “locking” is the source of core capability of enterprise.

However, the increasing return effect of “locking” will be eroded gradually by the changing environment. It becomes more and more ineffective and no longer suit to the new development environment. Finally, invalid “locking” becomes the source of core rigidity. Organizational flexibility is the important factor to break the inefficient “locking” of the enterprise. Dynamic ability is the concrete manifestation to keep the Organizational flexibility.

B. Dynamic Capability and Competitive Advantage

Teece (1994) defined the dynamic capability as the process that contributes to the organization in the timely adjustment, integration and reconstruction of internal resources and the ability, in a constantly changing competitive environment [2]. And then put forward the analysis framework of the dynamic capability and it named 3P model (Teece, 1997) that dynamic capabilities embedded in the enterprise organization process (Process) which determined by the enterprise resource potential (Position) and evolution path (Path) [7]. Further, Teece (2007) holds that dynamic capabilities should include sensing, seizing, and reconfiguration of the ability to integrate, protect, and reorganize enterprise resources to maintain competitiveness dimension [8].

Sensing ability is mainly the ability of enterprises to identify existing threats and seek opportunities for development. In order to break the core rigid restrictions and to maintain the competitive advantage, the enterprises have to get the complete information, perceive whether the degree of their own conditions can suit the development of the environment, and identify the core rigid threat and the fleeting market opportunities. That mainly reflected in that the enterprise can sense and judge the current operation at any time, can judge that whether the output of the existing “locking” can meet the needs of the market and customers. Meanwhile it also reflected in sensing the external changes such as the changes in market, policy, economic environment, social networks. Then recognize the potential threats and opportunities during the development of the enterprises in time.

Li Dayuan (2012) argues that when threats and opportunities are identified, enterprise managers need to make rapid decision of change, and the faster to make the decision, the higher possibility that companies can seize the opportunity or avoid the threat to regain the competitive advantage [9]. On the basis of existing enterprise resource and their configuration, managers find a solution quickly to deal with the threat. That process brings an opportunity to change the path dependence, and the solution will become a “Historical small probability event” to affect the new path dependence.

When managers decide to break the path dependence, companies need to combine their own resource potential and decision-making plan and format new operating practices and capabilities through the establishment, integration, reconstruction and release of the resources (Eisenhardt, 2000) [10]. That reflects the destructive creation features of dynamic ability, seeking Schumpeter rent with innovative behavior, and promoting the formation of new paths to maintain the core competitive advantage.

This “destruction” and “creation” require companies to take higher opportunity costs and huge risks. That explains why many companies choose to maintaining the status strategy, when they face the dramatic changes in the environment while their development path cannot adapt to the changes.

III. SYSTEM DYNAMICS ANALYSIS OF THE SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN AN UNCERTAINTY ENVIRONMENT

The change of the enterprise strategic path is the result of the combination effect from external shock and internal pressure (Woerdman, 2004) [11]. When the old routine of the enterprise no longer suit to the environment and the path dependence feature obstructs the sustainable competitive advantage seriously, the dynamic capability will break this ineffective path dependence and reconstruct the new strategic path. Here we consider the acquisition of competitive advantage in two uncertain environments and that will help us to have a clear understanding of the source of competitive advantage.

A. Systematic Dynamic Analysis of Competitive Advantage in a moderate changing environment

For a moderate changing environment, changes are ongoing, but generally changed along a linear trajectory, in which the industrial structure is relatively stable, the market boundaries are relatively clear, and the basic behavior of the enterprise is following the general market rules of supply and demand, and the evolution of the enterprise is following the linear trajectory of the slow changing commercial ecosystem. In this environment, once the enterprise's path dependence formed, it will promote enterprises to survive and maintain a certain competitive advantage. Even enter the inertial consciousness stage and the marginal output of enterprises gradually reduced, but the output of path dependence “locking” is still effective. So companies will not rush to spend a huge investment to break the old path-dependence. Many scholars suggest that in a moderate changing environment, decision makers can use existing knowledge and experience to plan and organize business behavior in a fixed model (Burns,1961) [12]. And develop an efficient enterprise process following the predictable and relatively stable steps (Helfat, 2009) [13]. Thus, in a moderate changing environment, the source of competitive advantage is a simple system dynamics model with a self-reinforced forward loop, as shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, we propose that: in a moderate changing environment, the path dependence can promote the maintenance of competitive advantage. And even if the competitive advantage is affected by inhibitory factors, the strategic path of the enterprise will not be a fundamental change. Meanwhile, the relation between dynamic capability and competitive advantage shows a weak correlation.

B. Systematic Dynamic Analysis of Competitive Advantage in High-speed changing environment

In the high-speed environment, the market boundaries become very vague, and the market participants are no longer determined. The business operation not only impacted by the market supply and demand, but also may relate to government administrative intervention, policy environment and other factors. The change is no longer linear and predictable which means that the business ecosystem is extremely unstable. In this case, the long-term maintenance of competitive advantage becomes less likely. That because the competitive advantage depends on the effectiveness of the path dependence. The non-linearity and uncertainty of the change will quickly erode the path dependence of the increasing returns, and the “locking” will soon enter the “core rigid”. Any competitive advantage will continue to be threatened. Therefore, in the high-speed changing environment, to maintain long-term competitive advantage is actually the process to achieve a series of short-term advantage continually (Daveni, 2010) [15]. In the high-speed changing environment, we observed that some enterprises always have a competitive advantage. That actually is a dynamic equilibrium evolution process about the passive regression and initiative regain of the competitive advantage.

In the high-speed changing environment, the enterprise dynamic capacity will be in a very active state. That because the company with strong dynamic capabilities can continue to perceive the threat from the inefficient path dependence. So companies will continually reset their own resources based on the strategic path of decision-making. Then the company can obtain the new value of resources, and optimize the allocation of resources, and achieve enterprise's short-term growth and a short competitive advantage during a formation of a path-dependent. But the drastic environment changing will soon increase the operating costs of enterprises, and decline the output, and erosion the effectiveness of path dependence. So the enterprise will immediately start the dynamic capabilities as soon as it enter the inert thinking stage, and re-positioning the environment needs and re-configure the resources. So the “long-term” maintenance of the competitive advantage of the enterprise is a dynamic equilibrium process.

In this case, the enterprise's development path is in a state of instability. The companies are always in the process of comparison, selection and abandonment. While the company that cannot maintain organizational flexibility and the sensing capability will follow a path and form a fixed routine. And when the enterprise enters the inertia stage and inert thinking stage, it will threaten the competitive advantage of the enterprise.

Therefore, there are two loop of the competitive advantage. The enhanced loop of the system is: Competitive Advantage —— Dynamic Capability —— Knowledge Inventory ——
Therefore, we propose that, in the high-speed changing environment, the power of the competitive advantage of the self-enhanced loop is given by the dynamic capability. While the suppression loop mainly arises from the path dependence of the enterprise.

IV. CONCLUSION

To maintain the competitive advantage is the process of enterprise dynamic capability to break the old routine and establish new routine.

Firstly, this article starts from the study of the basic business routine, setting up the system structure of the formation of enterprise routine, and uncover the formation mechanism of enterprise routine.

Secondly, analyze the decision process of path evolution. Discusses the motivation and background of the enterprise to break the path dependence, and then lead to the decision-making time of the dynamic capability.

Thirdly, based on the evolution process of enterprise strategic path, this paper studies the concrete function and mechanism of dynamic ability in each stage of path evolution.

Finally, this paper introduces the uncertainty of environmental factors, establishing the system dynamics of enterprise competitive advantage in moderate changing environment and high-speed changing environment. And this paper point out that in the moderate changing environment, the path dependence promote the sustainable competitive advantage of the enterprise. While in the high-speed changing environment, dynamic capacity is the long-term source of sustainable competitive advantage.

However, this article did not give an answer about how to use the system dynamics method to establish the competitive advantage, and the mathematical relationship of dynamic ability and path dependence and verify that. That can be the direction of future research.
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